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About This Game

Planets under Attack offers a surprising depth of gameplay, while its intuitive controls allow even casual gamers to pick it up
and feel comfortable immediately. In addition to the addicting gameplay, Planets under Attack is an obvious labor of love. An

exciting and memorable cast of characters exist perfectly in this artistically beautiful world. From the ships to the planets,
everything has an essence of its own, with a memorable soundtrack and comical sound effects breathing life into the visuals

The goal of this challenging space adventure is to conquer a galaxy of planets, while undertaking a multitude of special
challenges. Take control of your mighty space armada, and wreak havoc across the cosmos, but choose your targets wisely!

Conquered planets will net you income to expand your forces, but you must carefully weigh the pros and cons of attacking each
planet, as timing and available resources are critical to victory. Above all else, you must keep a cool head. Enemies race to

capture your territory as you hone in on theirs and multiple battles will rage on all fronts. You must make tactical decisions at
every turn, from scouting your enemies and deploying units, to shoring up your planets’ defenses and knowing when to attack
and when to defend. Strategic multi-tasking and a keen military mind will lead directly to unrivaled glory…while careless play

will reduce your army to space dust.
The Campaign mode tests your military might with 32 thrilling levels, each with varied planets, tasks and game modes. Defend a

planet until reinforcements arrive, fly into uncharted space, conquer planets and set up defenses before rivals attack - the list
goes on and on, as there is no shortage of objectives in your struggle for interstellar dominance. Start out as a novice and learn

the ropes, or ramp up the challenge with three levels of difficulty. The longer you play the more experience you’ll obtain,
allowing you to unlock new technologies, changing the way you play and ensuring you’ll keep coming back for more!

Online
In Online mode, don’t just choose your own path, make the cosmos your own personal battleground! You design the fight, from
choosing the amount of players, to selecting your maps. Simply pick a game mode, select your settings, grab some friends, and

cut loose.
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Key Features

Impressive moving planetary systems in a three dimensional space

Stunning cartoon graphics

Fun, easy to learn gameplay in a rich science-fiction setting

8 types of planets

A diverse campaign with 32 levels and multiple game modes

15 multiplayer levels for 2-4 players – either in Online mode against other players, Skirmish mode against the A.I., or
work towards the same goals and team-up with players in Team mode.

Same system multiplayer – allowing players to play with up to 4 people at once, all on the same system, and in any mode
they choose.

15 unlockable technologies provide gameplay variety in both single and multiplayer modes

2 playable races with unique ship designs and gameplay variants
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Title: Planets Under Attack
Genre: Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Targem Games
Publisher:
Topware Interactive
Release Date: 27 Sep, 2012

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS:Windows XP SP2 / Vista / 7

Processor:1.5 GHz Single Core CPU

Memory:512 MB RAM

Graphics:Graphics card with Shader 3.0 support and 128 MB RAM

DirectX®:9.0c

Hard Drive:300 MB HD space

English,German,French,Italian,Russian,Polish,Czech
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Sometimes I question my life decisions

You can speed run this game in under 2 minutes. Fun game! The writing is funny as hell! auto save would be nice!. This
sounded like a management game with some cool truck\/crane driving in it. Really, it's just an uninteresting menial task
simulator. Move this box here, move that box there. No thanks.. A real must for anyone who likes VR Horror! Great experience
for anyone new to VR as the experience is very comfortable (except for the horror parts ofcourse ;) ) Dev is very receptive and
listens to feedback and ideas and acts on them which is very refreshing.

Perfect timing for my Halloween party, I'm sure it will be the star of the show!. ok, a bit repetitive. Okay, so I'm a long time
Ace Combat fan. I've played on PS2, PSP, and 360. For me, this game is absolutely wonderful. It plays great, the new additions
to the system are nice and make it more exciting. This game is an excellent refinement of the Ace Combat formula.

A good metric for this game and whether you'll like it is asking yourself these questions.

Did you like Ace Combat 4, 5, Zero, and even 6?
Do you enjoy arcadey pseudo-simulations?

If yes, you'll probably like this a lot. Especially with all the callbacks to those previous games.

As far as the flightstick support, I don't see it as a problem. Why you might ask? Well because I never played them with
flightsticks in the past and frankly it feels best with a controller IMHO.

If there is one downside to the game, it is the F-15 line and the Su line. Simply because having the F-15C, J, and E is a bit much.
Not that they're bad, just, 1 to many F-15s. And for the Su's, Su-30M2, Su-30SM, Su-33, Su-35S, Su-37...while I'm an airplane
nut and know the many differences in the planes this is to many. 1 Su-30, the Su-37, and then let us have some of the other
various planes would have been nice. The absence of things like the Mig 1.44, Tornado, and F-117 as player aircraft is rough
when we got so many Su's.

But that is a small nitpick. It's annoying, but not a game ruiner.

Overally, this game, I love it. I just hope they add more planes. Give me my flatpack, nighthawk, and tornado, along with
whatever interesting original planes the current DLC will have and I'll be considering this perfect in every way.

*best multiplayer in this game is battle royale mode cant say anything just TRY it !!!
======================================================
rep ++ 9/10 �� �� ��
https://youtu.be/pCslnk2nu1w
======================================================. The art, the gameplay, the soundtrack. I support
this game, and highly recommend it for anyone who enjoys retro gameplay!. Very fun game
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6ля, чуть не абасрался. Great game. It's a very good platformer. Not easy at all. I definitely recommend it.. Awesome indie
teamplay shooter. Just take your friends into the your crew and defend your base or attack the base of enemies. Funny
characters, interesting classes with unique skills and a lot of amazing matches
P.S. Now it's actually dead. I personally love this game, it doesn't lag very much and is very immersive!. STEP 1 (╭ರ_•́) *look
the game*

STEP 2 ༼ º͟لº ༽ *look the price*

STEP 3 ( ° ͜ ʖ °) * beg mom dem money*

STEP 4 *mom like* ┌∩┐༼ º͟لº ༽┌∩┐

STEP 5 ?????????

STEP 7 ༼ᕗຈ͜لຈ༽ᕗ

STEP 8 *become a millionaire*

. Wow - this is really bad. The only two things that are good about this are the visuals and the music - but I can get those by
watching the old movies. I was a backer of their crowd funding campaign and so looking forward to this. But the game became
really boring. The clumsy mechanics, monotonous tasks and un-intuitive controls are not the worst of it: It's the story and
dialogue - the points where a game like this could really shine. But it reads like it's been written by twelve-year-olds (and not in
a good way), and I played it in German, which should be the best choice as the devs are mostly German-speaking. The game
doesn't breathe the spirit of the originals AT ALL. Do yourself a fovour and DO NOT BUY this - you'd only be disappointed.
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